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CUBES Project Support 
This summer I was the intern project manager for the CUBES pilot project at the Kennedy 
Space Center (KSC) in the Education Projects Division. CUBES stands for Creating 
Understanding and Broadening Education through Satellites. The goal of the project is to allow 
high school students to build a small satellite, or CubeSat. Merritt Island High School (MIHS) 
was selected to partner with NASA, and California Polytechnic State University (Cal-Poly}, to 
build a CubeS at. The objective of the mission is to collect flight data to better characterize 
maximum predicted environments inside the CubeSat launcher, Poly-Picosatellite Orbital 
Deplorer (P-POD), while attached to the launch vehicle. The MIHS CubeSat team will apply to 
·the NASA CubeS at Launch Initiative, which provides opportunities for small satellite 
development teams to secure launch slots on upcoming expendable launch vehicle missions. The 
MIHS team is working to achieve a test launch, or proof of concept flight, aboard a suborbital 
launch vehicle in early 2013. I worked on a number of different tasks for the team, from time 
management, to modeling different parts of the CubeS at, to examining meteorological effects on 
the P-POD. 
I created a detailed project schedule that includes due dates for different steps of the project, 
as well as a broad mission schedule to show a quick overview of the major events leading up to 
the proof of concept flight. The detailed project schedule includes major milestones such as a 
Mission Concept Review (MCR), Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Critical Design Review 
(CDR), Systems Interface Review (SIR}, and Flight Readiness Review (FRR). These milestones 
are crucial to the progress of the project. I also created a weekly meeting schedule and calendar 
for the team to input their weekly agenda and when they will be out of town. The weekly 
schedule has been helping the team with meeting all of their weekly tasks needed to advance in 
their project and give regular updates to Cal-Poly. Along with scheduling, I updated multiple 
inventory spreadsheets. I updated the inventory of all the supplies that were ordered and linked 
appropriate photographs to most of the items received. Before I got to Kennedy Space Center, 
my mentor had a few different spreadsheets with all the different supplies listed on them. I was 
able to condense all of the supplies, up to present, onto one spreadsheet. My mentor also had 
pictures to go with most of the supplies that were bought. I was then able to link the pictures to 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20120015502 2019-08-30T22:40:44+00:00Z
the applicable items in the spreadsheet. I also created a PDR and CDR PowerPoint template for 
both the MIHS team to use and other high schools in the future to use. 
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Another thing that I was able to do during my great summer internship was to measure and 
model multiple parts using a 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) software package, CATIA, for 
the CubeSat frame. This was one of my favorite parts of the project because I was able to use 
my knowledge of CATIA to not only reverse engineer different parts on the CubeSat but to also 
help the high school students understand how to use a 3D CAD program and reverse engineer 
some of the parts themselves. For example, I modeled the legs, switch, a "Remove Before 
Flight" pin, and other parts. The class that helped me with this task was Graphical 
Communications (EGR 120). 
Along with modeling the parts, I helped my mentor with the official CUBES project 
handbook. My mentor and I completely revamped the CUBES project handbook with intent to 
prepare a useful guide for future high school teams. As the handbook stood before I started my 
internship, it was hard to understand and know what was going on without reading the "NASA 
Systems Engineering Handbook." The main audience that reads the handbook is high school 
students and their teachers, not NASA employees. With that said, one could see the difficulty 
Merritt Island High School students and teachers had when they first read the handbook. After a 
few meetings and a couple of hours, my mentor and I got the handbook to a level that the 
students would be able to understand. 
. ·-
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Besides the handbook, I needed to help the student project manager with a large task, to set up 
and publish a public website. I helped the student project manager with understanding 
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) coding. I was able to do this, because I have a 
background in writing in HTML for Ebay items. After I helped with that, I helped the other 
students with updating and understanding how and why they need to keep their website up to 
date. 
Another task that I was asked to do was to figure out how to calculate the Barometric 
(atmospheric) pressures at different altitudes. I ran meteorological tests to see how the CubeSat, 
P-POD, and instrumentation would react at certain atmospheric pressures and altitudes. This 
was my other favorite part of my project, because I was able to combine most of my skills that I 
learned in my meteorology classes, such as Thermodynamics of the Atmosphere, Aviation 
Weather, and Weather Information Systems (WX 353, 301, 270). While I worked on the 
spreadsheet, I ran into a few problems with the calculations. I consulted with one of the 
employees in the KSC Weather Office and asked him ifhe had any ideas in how I could 
troubleshoot my spreadsheet data. He then contacted a few Air Force employees at the Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) 451h Weather Squadron. He later sent me a Microsoft 
Word document containing all the equations and explanations of the equations so I could use 
them in my spreadsheet. After a few days of working on the equations, and consulting him to 
ensure the accuracy of my process and results, I got the spreadsheet to be accurate within two (2) 
millibars, or hectopascals, or less. 
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Lastly, I designed multiple flyers and brochures for CUBES, Lunabotics, and other projects, 
to raise awareness and get more students interested and involved in NASA STEM opportunities. 
I also made a CUBES flyer specific for Merritt Island High School to get the incoming freshmen 
interested in the project and a generic one to put in high schools throughout the country. To 
promote the NASA CubeSat Launch Initiative, I made a general flyer for high schools and 
universities to get the students interested in designing a CubeSat that could potentially be 
launched on an upcoming NASA mission as a secondary payload. I will be bringing a few of 
these flyers to Embry Riddle for the Fall and Spring Terms. I also made a general brochure for 
the Education Projects Division of the various projects they support. These brochures will be 
distributed at universities around the country when the Education Projects Division travels to 
them. 
The current state of the main project that I worked on, CUBES, is still in the pilot stage at 
Kennedy. When I left the internship, the students of MIHS just completed their PDR with plans 
of doing their CDR in the beginning of December. 
Some new skills and knowledge that I gained has been great. I learned how a Preliminary 
Design Review (PDR) is conducted. I also learned how to put a PDR and CDR template 
together and learned the Systems Engineering that goes into both of them. I also picked up a few 
more Excel skills that I did not know before. I learned how to make a database in Microsoft 
Access and have participants ' information automatically updated. I learned how the KSC 
Weather Office works in collaboration with the CCAFS 45111 Weather Squadron to issue what 
KSC calls a Phase 1 lightning watch and Phase 2 lightning warning. I also learned how the 
different organizations work together to make a project come together. I feel that my educational 
background at ERAU truly helped me learn how the work atmosphere operates. Working with 
both high school students and KSC employees, I feel even stronger about working at NASA, 
especially at NASA KSC. I feel that my dream of working at Kennedy has come true. 
While the last ten weeks went by very fast, I was able to make a lot of decisions on my own, 
as well as proposing solutions and taking some direction with tasks I wasn't 100% sure about. 
My mentor was very supportive with all the work that I completed. I would say I was under 
about 50% to 70% control of my mentor. She allowed and encouraged me to take some of the 
tasks at hand and just go with it, but allowing me to ask as many questions as I needed 
throughout the duration of the task. 
In closing, I truly learned a great deal this summer. I really wish I could stay just one week 
more. All the different tasks that I worked on both strengthened and challenged me, not only 
educationally, but mentally as well. I felt at home at NASA Kennedy Space Center. As I 
mentioned above, I feel my dream of working at NASA full time has come true. The Education 
Projects Division welcomed me with open arms and made me feel at home. I learned a lot about 
the corporate culture working in the Education Projects Division, such as work ethic and 
deadlines. The tasks given to me will help my education down the road. I have learned an 
immense amount of life and work lessons as well. Some were difficult at first, but as time went 
on those lessons became every day habits. I feel the tasks given to me were everything I 
expected and didn't expect. I can' t emphasis enough how much I learned this summer and that I 
am truly grateful for this opportunity. My mentor was extremely supportive of me and I know 
that we will always be in touch with everything CUBES. 
